Sustainable Seismic Performance of Diagrid Core-Tube Structure with Replaceable Steel Coupling Beam
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Abstract: The diagrid core-tube structure has been widely used in high-rise buildings in recent years, but there are few studies on the sustainable energy dissipation measures and seismic performance improvement of such structural systems. Because the coupling beam is the element connecting the inner tube and the outer tube in the diagrid structure, it is the first seismic defense line and an important energy-dissipation member in the seismic design of the overall structure. Therefore, this paper replaces the traditional reinforced concrete coupling beam of the inner tube of the shear wall with a replaceable energy-dissipation steel coupling beam, and the strength, stiffness, and stability of the replaceable steel coupling beam are designed to improve the sustainability of the structure. By changing the position of the replaceable coupling beam, the relative stiffness of the inner and outer tubes of the diagrid tube structure, and the plane form of the structure, the static elastoplastic analysis and seismic response energy analysis of different diagrid tube structures are carried out, and the influence of the replaceable coupling beam on the sustainable seismic performance of the diagrid tube structure is studied. The results show that the replaceable coupling beams have little effect on the ultimate bearing capacity of the structure, but the ductility and sustainability of the structure are significantly improved, and the whole building layout is the optimal layout scheme. The setting of replaceable coupling beams makes the diagrid tube structure show hysteretic energy-dissipation earlier under the action of large earthquakes, and the proportion of hysteretic energy-dissipation is greatly improved, which reduces the inter-story drift ratios and the damage degree of the diagrid columns under the action of large earthquakes. When the relative stiffness of the outer tube of the diagrid tube structure is small or the plane form of the structure is a regular quadrilateral, the application of replaceable coupling beams is more effective in improving the ductility and sustainability of the structure and reducing the damage to the diagrid column under large earthquakes.
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1. Introduction

The diagrid core-tube structure is a kind of double lateral force-resistance system composed of an external diagrid and an inner core tube. The diagrid is composed of a huge cross-diagrid column and floor ring beam, which is like a grid. Its diagrid column mainly resists vertical self-weight and horizontal load in the form of axial force. It is a very efficient lateral force-resistance system, and the external contour of the structure is novel and beautiful. It is mostly used as an important landmark high-rise and super-high-rise building structure. However, there are still few studies on the sustainable energy-dissipation measures and seismic performance improvement of such structural systems [1–3].

At present, the research on diagrid tubes mainly focuses on the theoretical calculation of the lateral stiffness [4,5], plastic development research, diagrid angle and plane form...
optimization, diagrid node research, and so on [6–8]. Moon [9] investigated the optimal configurations of today’s prevalent structural systems for tall buildings to generate higher lateral stiffness and maximize their structural efficiency. Shi and Zhang [10] proposed a simplified calculation method that considers the shear lag effect of diagonal tube structures, so that the optimal angle of diagonal columns can be determined under the basic condition of only knowing the aspect ratio of the structure, and the shear lag effect of diagonal structures can be quickly estimated using the proposed simplified method. Leonard [11] studied the shear lag effect of diagrid structures and analyzed the influence of parameters such as the angle and spacing of the diagrid columns on the shear lag effect of structures. Roshani [12] analyzed the robustness of high-rise diagrid structures with various perimeter configurations at a seismic hazard level. The results showed that diagrid structures have relatively high robustness and that using perimeter triangular elements can reduce the degradation of structures after the earthquake. The main vibration mode is translation, while torsion effect is not obvious. Li et al. [13] proposed a diagrid structure with shear energy-dissipation segments and plastic hinges at specific beam ends. The plastic development, energy-dissipation capacity, and seismic performance of this structure under different degrees of earthquakes were studied by nonlinear dynamic time history analysis, and the feasibility of the seismic performance objectives of the structure was discussed. The research on the seismic performance of the diagrid tube structure is mostly focused on the response characteristics and influencing factors of the structure under earthquake action, and there are few methods and measures to improve its sustainable seismic performance. However, the existing research findings, such as the poor ductility, weak energy-dissipation, and the first failure of coupling beams under earthquake action of diagrid tube structures, make relevant scholars need to explore more methods to improve the sustainable seismic performance and the repairability and sustainability of coupling beams after failure under earthquake action. At present, the research on replaceable coupling beams mainly focuses on steel coupling beams and is mainly applied to frame structures. Farsi et al. [14] tested replaceable steel coupling beams with end-plate connections to evaluate the seismic behavior and replaceability after the damage of coupling beams with different strengths and stiffness. The results showed that the failure of the coupling beam is characterized by concentrated inelastic deformation and energy dissipation on the web, and the failure of the shear wall is very small. The strength, stiffness, and connection mode of the coupling beam have a great influence on the ductility and energy-dissipation capacity. Shahrooz et al. [15] proposed a design method for steel coupling beams with replaceable “fuses”. When the structure undergoes a design-level earthquake, the “fuse” is the main energy-dissipation component, while the main part of the coupling beam and other components remain elastic. Through the quasi-static test, Ji et al. [16] studied the influence of the connection mode of the section and non-energy-dissipation beam on the seismic performance of replaceable coupling-able coupling beam, and they analyzed the post-earthquake replaceability of the replaceable coupling beam through the residual deformation under different connection modes. In general, there are more experimental and simulation studies at the component level, and less research on the overall structure with replaceable coupling beams, and most of them are aimed at a simple piece of bottom-coupled shear wall or some substructures [17–21].

Although the diagrid tube structure is widely used, how to improve its energy-dissipation capacity still needs further research. Based on the existing research status of the diagrid tube and the research on the replaceable coupling beam, this paper proposes to apply the replaceable coupling beam to the inner tube of the shear wall to improve the sustainability of the structure. Considering the layout position of the replaceable coupling beam and the related structural parameters, the influence of the replaceable coupling beam on the sustainable seismic performance of the diagrid grid tube structure is discussed by static elastoplastic analysis and seismic response energy analysis.
2. Replaceable Coupling Beam Design Principle in Diagrid Core-Tube Structure

The coupling beam is the beam connecting the wall limbs in a shear wall structure. As the first seismic defense line and an important energy dissipation component of a shear wall structure, whether the design is reasonable has an important influence on the seismic performance and engineering economy of the building structure. Under the action of lateral load, the structure produces lateral deformation. The rotation angles at both ends of the coupling beam are the same, and the inflection point is located in the middle of the span. The bending moment of the coupling beam is the largest at both ends and zero in the middle, and the shear force is equal along the length direction of the beam. The coupling beam generally shows shear deformation. The deformation and force diagrams of the coupling beam are as follows (Figure 1):

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Deformation and force diagrams of a coupling beam: (a) deformation diagram; (b) bending moment diagram; and (c) shear diagram.

The coupling beam generally has the characteristics of a small span, large section, and large stiffness of the wall connected to the coupling beam. Under the action of the earthquake, the coupling beam will enter the plastic yield stage before the wall limb, the stiffness will degenerate, and the deformation will increase rapidly, thus consuming a lot of seismic energy. At the same time, the plastic hinge still maintains the constraint effect on the shear wall, which can transfer a certain bending moment and shear force. The energy dissipation of coupling beams during earthquakes plays an important role in reducing the internal force and delaying the yielding of coupling beams. Therefore, coupling beams are allowed to crack or damage under the action of a design earthquake, which can protect the shear wall, improve the ductility of the whole structure and realize multi-channel seismic defense. According to the above characteristics of the coupling beam, the coupling beam is designed as a replaceable member. The replaceable coupling beam is composed of an energy-dissipative beam section, a non-energy-dissipative beam section, and a connection, as shown in the Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Replaceable coupling beam diagram.

Reinforced concrete coupling beams are generally designed according to the principle of “strong shear and weak bending”, that is, the failure of coupling beams under load begins with the bending yield. This is because the shear failure is a brittle failure, the deformation of the coupling beam is very small, the energy consumption is very weak, and as the lateral stiffness of the whole structure suddenly decreases, the deformation
increases, resulting in a cumulative P–Δ effect, which is very unfavorable to the structure. The bending failure is a ductile failure. The development of a plastic hinge at the beam end can absorb a large amount of seismic energy. At the same time, the plastic hinge can transfer a certain bending moment and shear force, maintain the overall stiffness of the shear wall structure, and have a positive effect on weakening the internal force and deformation of the wall.

However, experimental studies have shown that when the span-to-height ratio of the coupling beam is small, the coupling beam often undergoes shear failure. Even if the design meets the “strong shear weak bending”, the beam end of the coupling beam first yields and forms a plastic hinge. However, because the beam end is connected to the wall limb, the damage to the beam end will also cause damage to the wall limb, which will bring great economic costs to post-earthquake repair.

In this paper, the research and design of replaceable steel energy-dissipative coupling beams are carried out. For a steel coupling beam, its yield mode is related to the value of the length ratio $e_l / \left( M_{lp} / V_{lp} \right)$ [22], where $e_l$ is the length of the energy-dissipative beam section, $M_{lp}$ is the plastic bending bearing capacity of the beam section, and $V_{lp}$ is the plastic shear bearing capacity of the beam section. When $e_l / \left( M_{lp} / V_{lp} \right) \leq 1.6$, the yield of the coupling beam is the web shear yield; when $e_l / \left( M_{lp} / V_{lp} \right) \geq 1.6$, the yield of coupling beam is the bending yield of the end section; when $1.6 < e_l / \left( M_{lp} / V_{lp} \right) < 2.6$, the yield of coupling beam is the bending–shear coupled yield. As shown in Figure 3, the test [23] shows that the steel coupling beam with a reasonable design has a larger plastic rotation angle and stronger energy-dissipation capacity under the shear yield mode. Therefore, the replaceable coupling beam is designed as shear yield, and its energy dissipation beam section is located in the middle of the span, which avoids the unfavorable factor that the beam end deforms too much to damage the wall limb when the bending yield occurs, and the energy dissipation capacity is also stronger.

![Figure 3. Relationship between the length ratio and plastic rotation of steel coupling beams [23]](image)

### 2.1. Types of Energy-Dissipative Beam Sections

The principle of a replaceable coupling beam is that the energy-dissipation beam section has smaller yield strength and better deformation ability than the non-energy-dissipation beam section. Its realization ways include mid-span section or material weakening, friction damper [23], web mid-span opening [24], viscoelastic damper [25], etc. Studies have confirmed that the above types of energy-dissipative beams have a certain energy-dissipative capacity and post-earthquake repairability, but there are still some shortcomings. For example, the opening of the mid-span web is easy to cause stress concentration at the angle of the hole. It is difficult to accurately control the surface pressure and friction coefficient in the friction damper, and there is difficulty in sliding after the friction damper
is placed for a long time. The viscosity coefficient and stiffness coefficient of the viscoelastic damper are greatly affected by the temperature and its material is polymer material, and its durability is poor.

The cross-section or material weakening method has more advantages in engineering applications. The I-steel energy-dissipation beam section is easy to manufacture and economical, and the controllability of the design parameters of the I-steel energy-dissipation beam section is better than other dampers. Therefore, the replaceable coupling beam is designed as a shear-yielding coupling beam with a weakened mid-span section. The design goal of the replaceable coupling beam is as follows: the replaceable coupling beam should have the same or similar stiffness and strength to the original coupling beam and keep elastic under small earthquakes; under the action of medium and large earthquakes, the energy-dissipation beam section of the replaceable coupling beam first shears and yields, fully dissipates energy, and the non-energy dissipation beam section remains elastic. After the earthquake, only the energy-dissipation beam section needs to be replaced. It can be seen that the design of replaceable coupling beams should not only meet the requirements of stiffness and strength but also have good deformation capacity to give full play to the role of energy consumption.

2.2. Strength Design

Although the replaceable coupling beam energy-dissipation beam section is relatively weak, its strength must follow the original structure’s internal force design requirements, which need to meet the following formula:

\[ V_e \geq V \]  

where \( V_e \): shear design value of energy dissipation beam section; and \( V \): original coupling beam design shear.

The yield mode of the energy-dissipation beam section is shear yield. When the energy-dissipation beam section is subjected to shear yield, the bending moment is \( eV_e/2 \). Therefore, the bending moment design value \( M_e \) of the energy-dissipation beam section should be greater than \( eV_e/2 \), and there is a certain margin. AISC [22] stipulates the following:

\[ M_e \geq \frac{eV_e}{1.6} \]  

Under the action of the design earthquake, the plastic deformation of the replaceable coupling beam is concentrated in the energy-dissipative beam section, and the non-energy-dissipative beam section should not yield. Its shear and bending bearing capacity should be greater than the ultimate bearing capacity of the corresponding energy-dissipative section, as follows:

\[ V_l \geq \Omega V_e \]  
\[ M_l \geq 0.5\Omega lV_e \]

where \( V_l \): design shear force of the non-dissipative beam section; \( M_l \): design bending moment of the non-dissipative beam section; \( \Omega \): super-strength factors of the shear capacity the of energy-dissipative beam section, 1.5.

2.3. Stiffness Design

The coupling beam transmits the shear force and bending moment, which restrains the shear wall limb. The coupling beam should have enough stiffness to maintain the lateral stiffness of the whole shear wall structure. The design of a replaceable coupling beam should satisfy that its initial stiffness is close to that of the original coupling beam. According to the force characteristics of the coupling beam, take half of the structure, two kinds of coupling beam stiffness analyses and calculation diagrams are shown in Figure 4.
In the figure, \( l \) is the net span of the original coupling beam; \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the original coupling beam; \( I \) is the inertia moment of the original coupling beam section; \( E \) and \( G \) are the elastic modulus and shear modulus of the original coupling beam concrete, respectively; \( e \) is the length of the replaceable coupling beam energy-dissipation beam section; \( A_e \) and \( I_e \) are the cross-sectional area and cross-sectional moment of inertia of the energy-dissipation beam section, respectively; \( E_e \) and \( G_e \) are the elastic modulus and shear modulus of the energy-dissipation beam concrete; \( A_l \) and \( I_l \) are the cross-sectional area and moment of inertia of the non-dissipative beam section; \( E_l \) and \( G_l \) are the elastic modulus and shear modulus of the concrete in the non-dissipation beam section, respectively.

According to the displacement formula of a plane bar structure under load, the shear displacement \( \Delta V \) and bending displacement \( \Delta M \) of two kinds of coupling beams under unit vertical shear force can be obtained, and then the stiffness of two kinds of coupling beams can be obtained. The calculation is as follows:

\[
\Delta_M = \sum \int \frac{M_p d_s}{EI} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\Delta_V = \sum \int \frac{k F_p p d_s}{GA} \tag{6}
\]

\[
K = \frac{1}{\Delta_M + \Delta_V} \tag{7}
\]

\[
K_1 = \frac{1}{\frac{\Delta_M}{12EI} + \frac{\Delta_V}{GA}} \tag{8}
\]

\[
K_2 = \frac{1}{\frac{(l-e)^2}{12EI} + \frac{k_l(l-e)}{G_e A_e} + \frac{e^2}{12EI} + \frac{k_e e}{G_e A_e} + \frac{12(l-e)^2}{4EI}} \tag{9}
\]

\[
r_K = \frac{K_2}{K_1} \tag{10}
\]

where \( k \): original coupling beam’s section shear coefficient; \( k_l \): shear behavior coefficient of the non-dissipative beam section of the replaceable coupling beam; \( k_e \): shear behavior coefficient of the replaceable coupling beam, values of \( k, k_l \) and \( k_e \) are shown in Table 1; \( K_1 \): lateral stiffness of the original coupling beam; \( K_2 \): lateral stiffness of the replaceable coupling beams; \( r_K \): stiffness coefficient should satisfy \( r_K \geq 1 \), so that the stiffness of the replaceable coupling beam is not less than that of the original coupling beam.
2.4. Stability Requirements

To prevent the local buckling of the flange and web of the replaceable coupling beam, according to the specification [16], the width-to-thickness ratio of the flange extension and the height-to-thickness ratio of the web should meet the following formula:

\[ \frac{b_f}{t} \leq (10 + 0.1\lambda) \sqrt{\frac{235}{f_y}} \]  
\[ \frac{h_0}{t_w} \leq (25 + 0.5\lambda) \sqrt{\frac{235}{f_y}} \]

where \( b_f \): flange extension width; \( t \): flange thickness; \( h_0 \): web height; \( t_w \): web thickness; \( \lambda \): larger value of the slenderness ratio of the beam in both directions.

3. Calculation Model of Diagrid Core-Tube Structure of High-Rise Buildings with Replaceable Steel Coupling Beams

3.1. Model Introduction

Referring to the reasonable model of the actual project of Guangzhou West Tower [26,27] and some scholars [28,29], a diagrid outer tube shear wall inner tube structure model was designed in Chengdu, Sichuan Province. Figure 5 shows the geometric parameters of the model through the complete model facade and the partially enlarged three-dimensional model. The floor within the range of a cross-diagrid column is defined as a module, 6 layers as a module, and modules 1 to 6 from bottom to top. The total height of the structure is 136 m, and the height of the layer is 4 m, a total of 36 layers. The plane form is a square diagrid outer tube with a side length of 36 m and a square shear wall inner tube with a side length of 18 m. The diagrid outer cylinder is composed of a concrete-filled steel tubular diagrid column (CFST) and an I-shaped steel ring beam. The angle of the diagrid column is about 69 degrees, which is in the best angle range. The diameter of the diagrid column of modules 1 to module 3 is 700 mm, and the diameter of the diagrid column of modules 4 to module 6 is 550 mm. The wall thickness of the steel tube is 20 mm, and the section of the I-shaped steel ring beam is 300 mm × 300 mm × 10 mm × 16 mm. The inner tube is a coupling beam shear wall, the module 1 to module 3 shear wall thickness is 400 mm, the module 4 to module 6 shear wall thickness is 300 mm, and the coupling beam is steel coupling beam. The model materials are Q345 (yield strength is 345 MPa, steel), HRB400 (yield strength is 345 MPa, steel bar), and C60 (the design value of axial compressive strength is 27.5 N/mm², concrete).

3.2. Material Constitutive Model

(1) Unconfined concrete

The non-constrained components of the shear wall adopt unconfined concrete and its constitutive material adopt the uniaxial compression stress–strain curve of concrete specified in the mixed specification [30], which can be calculated by the following formula:

\[ \sigma = (1 - d_c)E_c \varepsilon \]  

### Table 1. Common section shear shape coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Type</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>6/5</th>
<th>10/9</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>( A/A_{web} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
\[ d_c = \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{\rho \varepsilon}{n(1-x)} & x \leq 1 \\ 1 - \frac{\rho \varepsilon}{a_c(x-1)^2+x} & x > 1 \end{cases} \]  

(14)

\[ \rho_c = \frac{f_{c,r}}{E_c \varepsilon_{c,r}} \]  

(15)

\[ n = \frac{E_c \varepsilon_{c,r}}{E_c \varepsilon_{c,r} - f_{c,r}} \]  

(16)

\[ x = \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_{c,r}} \]  

(17)

where \( \sigma \): uniaxial compressive stress of concrete; \( E_c \): elastic moduli of concrete; \( \varepsilon \): concrete compressive strain; \( a_c \): parameter is 3.00; \( f_{c,r} \): the representative value of the uniaxial compressive strength of concrete, the standard value is 38.5 N/mm\(^2\); \( \varepsilon_{c,r} \): uniaxial compressive strength; \( f_{c,r} \): the corresponding peak compressive strain of concrete, 0.002; \( d_c \): damage evolution parameters of concrete under uniaxial compression.

![Figure 5](image_url)

Figure 5. Diagrid core-tube structure model: (a) elevation view, (b) overall view.

The constitutive relation curve of C60 unconfined concrete is shown in Figure 6:

![Figure 6](image_url)

Figure 6. Constitutive relation curve of C60 unconfined concrete.

(2) Steel tube confined concrete

Steel tube confined concrete adopts the constitutive relation of concrete in a three-dimensional stress state proposed by Zhong [31]:

\[ \sigma_c = \begin{cases} \sigma_u \left[ A \varepsilon / \varepsilon_0 - B (\varepsilon / \varepsilon_0)^2 \right] & \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_0 \\ \sigma_u (1 - q) + \sigma_u q (\varepsilon / \varepsilon_0)^{(0.2 + \alpha)} & \varepsilon > \varepsilon_0 \end{cases} \]  

(18)
\[ \sigma_u = f_{ck} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{30}{f_{cu}} \right)^{0.4} \times \left( -0.0626\varepsilon^2 + 0.4848\varepsilon \right) \right] \]  

(19)

\[ \varepsilon_0 = \varepsilon_c + 3600\alpha^{1/2} \]  

(20)

\[ \varepsilon_c = 1300 + 10f_{cu} \]  

(21)

\[ A = 2 - K; B = 1 - K \]  

(22)

\[ K = \left( -5\alpha^2 + 3\alpha \right) \left( \frac{50 - f_{cu}}{50} \right) + \left( 1 - \alpha^3 + 2.15\alpha \right) \left( \frac{f_{cu} - 30}{50} \right) \]  

(23)

\[ q = K/(0.2 + \alpha) \]  

(24)

\[ f_{ck} = 0.8f_{cu} \]  

(25)

\[ \xi = \alpha f_y / f_{ck} \]  

(26)

\[ \alpha = A_s / A_c \]  

(27)

where \( \varepsilon_c \): steel tube confined concrete stress; \( f_{ck} \): concrete cube compressive strength; \( f_y \): steel yield point; \( f_{ck} \): standard value of the axial compressive strength of concrete; \( A_s \): sectional areas of steel pipe; \( A_c \): cross-sectional area of concrete. The unit of \( \varepsilon_c \) is MPa and the unit of \( \varepsilon \) is $1.0 \times 10^{-6}$. The constitutive relation curves of core concrete under two constraint conditions are shown in Figure 7:

![Figure 7. Constitutive relationship of steel tube confined concrete.](image)

(3) Confined concrete

In the model, part of the concrete of the shear wall constraint member is confined concrete. The international constitutive model of confined concrete usually takes the Mander confined concrete constitutive model [32]. Figure 8 is the constitutive curve of Mander-confined concrete.

![Figure 8. Constitutive curve of Mander confined concrete.](image)

(4) Steel constitutive
A trilinear constitutive relation is used, as shown in Figure 9:

![Figure 9. Trilinear steel constitutive.](image)

In summary, according to the design method in the second section, the cross-section information of the original coupling beam and the replaceable coupling beam in the diagrid core-tube structure model is shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Coupling beam section parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Section of Original Coupling Beam (mm)</th>
<th>Energy Dissipation Beam Section (mm)</th>
<th>Non-Dissipation Beam Section (mm)</th>
<th>Length Ratio of Energy Dissipation Beam Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>H310 × 310 × 10 × 15</td>
<td>H300 × 180 × 10 × 10</td>
<td>H380 × 350 × 12 × 15</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>H290 × 250 × 7 × 13</td>
<td>H200 × 150 × 8 × 10</td>
<td>H300 × 300 × 10 × 15</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6</td>
<td>H220 × 240 × 7 × 13</td>
<td>H210 × 150 × 7 × 9</td>
<td>H280 × 290 × 8 × 12</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Pushover Analysis of Diagrid Tube Structures with Replaceable Steel Coupling Beams

The original model is numbered XJ0. Based on the XJ0 model, the four comparative analysis models of XJ1, XJ2, XJ3 and XJ4 are established by setting the replaceable coupling beams to study the influence mechanism of setting replaceable coupling beams on the elastic–plastic mechanical performance of the diagrid tube structure and the reasonable arrangement range of replaceable coupling beams. XJ0 is an diagrid tube model without replaceable coupling beams. Based on XJ0, the coupling beams of modules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and the whole floor are replaced with replaceable coupling beams, that is, the XJ1, XJ2, XJ3, and XJ4 models. The red part in Figure 10 is expressed as replaceable coupling beams.

![Figure 10. Replaceable coupling beam setting position diagrams: (a) XJ1; (b) XJ2; (c) XJ3; and (d) XJ4.](image)
Pushover simulation calculation is carried out for the above five comparison models. First, the first 15-order vibration modes of the structure are calculated, then the gravity load is applied, and finally, the pushover analysis is carried out according to the distribution mode of the horizontal load along the height of the first-order vibration mode and the displacement control method until the whole structure reaches the limit state, that is, when the pushover load is basically unchanged, the structural deformation increases rapidly and the stable bearing capacity is lost. The base shear-top displacement/overall height curves of the five structural models are shown in Figure 11:

![Figure 11. Pushover curves.](image)

4.1. Stiffness Degradation

The lateral stiffness degradation of the five structural models is shown in Figure 12:

![Figure 12. Stiffness degradation curves.](image)

It can be seen from Figure 12 that with the increase in pushover displacement, the changing trend of lateral stiffness of each model is similar, and the overall trend is fast first and then slow. Compared with the XJ0 structural model, the XJ1, XJ2, XJ3 and XJ4 structural models with replaceable coupling beams have faster lateral stiffness degradation in the early stage and slower lateral stiffness degradation in the later stage. When the top displacement/overall height of the structure is 14.2 ‰, the lateral stiffness of the XJ0 structural model is almost zero, and when the stable bearing capacity is lost, the XJ1, XJ2, XJ3, and XJ4 structural models still have certain stiffness and can continue to bear. The order of the complete degradation of the lateral stiffness of the five structural models is XJ0, XJ1, XJ3, XJ2, and XJ4. The influence of setting the replaceable coupling beam on the lateral stiffness of the diagrid tube structure is to make the diagrid tube structure complete the lateral stiffness degradation in a larger lateral deformation range. The degree of influence is related to the location range of the replaceable coupling beam.
4.2. Ultimate Bearing Capacity and Ultimate Displacement

The relative influence of setting replaceable coupling beams on the ultimate bearing capacity and ultimate displacement of the diagrid tube structure is shown in Figure 13. The ultimate bearing capacity and ultimate displacement of the XJ3 and XJ1 models are very small compared with the XJ0 model, only between −1.41% and 2.04%. The XJ2 and XJ4 models obtained a larger ultimate displacement increase under the condition of less loss of the ultimate bearing capacity, and the ultimate displacement of XJ4 increased by 20.14% compared with XJ0, which is of positive significance to improve the original poor ductility of the diagrid tube.

![Figure 13](image13.png)

**Figure 13.** Comparison of the limit states of the structural model and XJ0: (a) limit bearing capacity change; and (b) limit displacement change.

4.3. Yield Law of Components

As shown in Figure 14, with the increase in lateral displacement, the members of the five models yield successively in the process of pushover. The yield order of the five structural models is coupling beam yield, diagrid column concrete yield, diagrid column steel tube yield, shear wall concrete yield, shear wall steel bar yield, and diagrid column concrete crushing. It can be seen that the setting of replaceable coupling beams will not change the yield sequence of the diagrid tube structure. The phenomenon that the diagrid column concrete and the steel tube yield before the shear wall in the diagrid tube structure reflects the essence that the diagrid column of the web mainly produces axial deformation and axial force under lateral displacement.

![Figure 14](image14.png)

**Figure 14.** Yield law of the components.

Although setting replaceable coupling beams does not change the component service order of the diagrid tube structure, it affects the yield time of some components. Compared with the XJ0 structural model, the coupling beams of the XJ1, XJ2, XJ3, and XJ4 structural
models yield earlier, while the shear wall concrete and steel yield are delayed. The energy-dissipation principle of the replaceable coupling beam is to make the energy-dissipation beam section enter the plasticity in advance. The energy-dissipation beam section adopts Q235 (yield strength is 345 MPa, steel) with a low yield point, so the four model coupling beams with replaceable coupling beams yield in advance. Because the replaceable coupling beam yields earlier than the traditional coupling beam and the plastic distribution range is wider, the overall lateral stiffness of the shear wall structure decreases, the internal force growth slows down, and the component yield is relatively delayed.

4.4. Outer Tube–Inner Tube Collaborative Force

Figure 15 shows the shear distribution ratio of the inner and outer tubes of the five structural models. It can be seen that the diagrid outer tube is the main lateral force-resisting component in the diagrid tube structure, and the inner tube of the shear wall is the secondary lateral force-resisting component. In the pushover process, the base shear ratio of the diagrid outer tube of the five structural models is not less than 65%. Compared with the XJ0 structural model, the proportion of the base shear force of the diagrid outer tube in the XJ1, XJ2, XJ3 and XJ4 structural models with replaceable coupling beams has increased to varying degrees. However, it does not increase the base shear force of the diagrid outer tube but reduces the base shear force of the shear wall. Setting replaceable coupling beams has a regulatory effect on the synergistic force of the inner and outer tubes of the diagrid tube structure.

5. Ductility Analysis of Diagrid Core-Tube Structure of High-Rise Buildings with Replaceable Steel Coupling Beams

One of the important significances of replaceable coupling beams is the feasibility of rapid repair after seismic damage as an additional seismic defense line. Since the energy dissipation beam section of replaceable coupling beams is often designed according to the shear yield principle with better deformation capacity, it should also improve the ductility and energy dissipation of the whole structure. Based on the reasonable setting range and possible influencing factors of the replaceable coupling beam obtained from the analysis in the previous section, this section is based on the XJ0 and XJ4 structural models. By changing the outer diameter of the diagrid column steel pipe and the diagrid plane form to consider the stiffness ratio of the inner and outer tubes and the spatial cooperative force, the influence of setting the replaceable coupling beam on the ductility coefficient of the diagrid tube structure is compared and analyzed. The comparison models are numbered XJ0, XJ4, 8XJ0, 8XJ4, 12XJ0, 12XJ4, XJ0C, XJ4C, 8XJ0C, 8XJ4C, 12XJ0C and 12XJ4C, respectively. In the numbering, the number before the letter XJ represents the relative size of the outer diameter of the diagrid column steel pipe. The letter C at the end of the number indicates that the diagrid plane form is changed from a square to a circular 16 deformation. For example, 8XJ0 indicates that the outer diameter of the diagrid column steel pipe of XJ0
is scaled to 0.8 times, 8XJ0C indicates that the diagrid column of 8XJ0 is arranged on the plane according to the 16 deformations, and the remaining parameters remain unchanged.

The base shear–displacement curves of the 12 structural models are shown in Figure 16. Comparing the pushover curves of XJ0, 8XJ0, and 12XJ0, it can be obtained that the increase in the outer diameter of the diagrid column makes the ultimate bearing capacity of the structure.

![Figure 16. Base shear–displacement curves: (a) quadrilateral model; and (b) hexagonal model.](image)

The displacement ductility factor \( u \) is an important indicator of structural performance, defined as the ratio of the ultimate displacement and yield displacement of the structure, expressed as follows:

\[
\frac{u}{u_y} = \frac{u_{\text{max}}}{u_y}
\]  

(28)

where, \( u_{\text{max}} \): limit displacement of structure; \( u_y \): structural yield displacement.

The limit displacement \( u_{\text{max}} \) of the structure has been obtained, and the yield displacement \( u_y \) of the structure can be obtained by the energy equivalent method. The analysis and calculation of the structure can obtain the yield point of each component, but the yield point of the whole structure is uncertain. The energy equivalent method is a common method to determine the overall yield point of the structure. As shown in Figure 17, the energy equivalence method approximates the actual elastic–plastic force–displacement curve through the ideal elastic–plastic assumption, so that the area enclosed by the two lines and the displacement axis is equal, that is, energy equivalence.

![Figure 17. Energy method for the yield point.](image)

It can be seen from Table 3 that the improvement effect of the replaceable coupling beam on the ductility of the diagrid tube structure is obviously affected by the outer diameter of the diagrid column and the plane form of the structure. With the increase in the outer diameter of the diagrid column, the increase in the ductility coefficient of the diagrid
tube structure model with the replaceable coupling beam decreases gradually, which is 24.5%, 16.9%, and 6.4%, respectively. After changing the plane form of the structure from a regular quadrilateral to a regular hexagon, the setting of replaceable coupling beams has a certain reduction in the ductility coefficient of the diagrid tube structure, which is 16.8%, 12.2%, and 2.5%, respectively. In terms of improving the ductility of the diagrid tube structure, the effect of setting a replaceable coupling beam is the best in the structural model with the regular quadrilateral plane and small outer diameter of the diagrid column. Combined with the pushover curves of the 12 structural models, it can be seen that the plane form is a regular quadrilateral and the smaller outer diameter of the diagrid column means that the lateral stiffness of the outer tube of the diagrid is smaller, and the relative stiffness of the inner tube of the shear wall is larger. Therefore, the replaceable coupling beam directly acting on the shear wall improves the ductility of the overall structural model more obviously.

Table 3. Ductility coefficient changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>8XJ0</th>
<th>8XJ4</th>
<th>XJ0</th>
<th>XJ4</th>
<th>12XJ0</th>
<th>12XJ4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$u_{max}$/overall height of structure (%)</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_{y}$/overall height of structure (%)</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>17.45</td>
<td>18.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductility coefficient increase (%)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>8XJ0C</th>
<th>8XJ4C</th>
<th>XJ0C</th>
<th>XJ4C</th>
<th>12XJ0C</th>
<th>12XJ4C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$u_{max}$/overall height of structure (%)</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>6.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_{y}$/overall height of structure (%)</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>12.96</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>16.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductility coefficient increase (%)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Energy Dissipation and Damage Analysis of Diagrid Core-Tube Structure of High-Rise Buildings with Replaceable Steel Coupling Beams

6.1. Selection of Seismic Waves

According to the dual-band wave selection method, that is, the selection of seismic waves is controlled in the two time-domain frequency bands near the $[0.1, T_g]$ platform section and the basic period $T_1$ of the structure. The deviation between the mean acceleration response spectrum of the selected ground motion records in these two sections and the corresponding design response spectrum mean is controlled within 10%. The seismic wave response spectrum is shown in Figure 18 ($g$ is the acceleration, $g = m/s^2$).

![Seismic wave acceleration response spectrum](image)

Figure 18. Seismic wave acceleration response spectrum.

6.2. Energy Analysis under Small Earthquake

The total earthquake input of each structural model under the action of 8-degree small earthquakes (200 gal) can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 19. It can be seen from Figure 19 that
with the increase in the outer diameter of the diagrid column of the diagrid tube structure and the change in the structural plane form from the regular quadrilateral to the regular hexagon, the total seismic energy input by the three seismic waves to the structure generally shows a decreasing trend, which is consistent with the relevant research results [33]. Under the same diagrid column diameter and structural plane form, the total seismic energy input to the structure by the three seismic waves changed very little after setting the replaceable coupling beams, indicating that the setting of replaceable coupling beams had no significant effect on the total seismic input energy of the diagrid tube structure under small earthquakes.

Table 4. Total input energy of the 8-degree small earthquake ($\times 10^3$ kN·m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>8XJ0</th>
<th>8XJ4</th>
<th>XJ0</th>
<th>XJ4</th>
<th>XJ0C</th>
<th>XJ4C</th>
<th>12XJ0</th>
<th>12XJ4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSN574</td>
<td>5.924</td>
<td>5.815</td>
<td>4.204</td>
<td>4.042</td>
<td>3.763</td>
<td>3.763</td>
<td>3.029</td>
<td>3.037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19. Total input energy of the 8-degree small earthquake.

The energy time history of each structural model under the action of three seismic waves is similar and in an elastic state. Taking the R574 seismic wave as an example, it can be seen from Figure 20 that the kinetic energy of each structural model at the peak energy is between 2% and 10%, the elastic strain energy is between 80% and 87%, and the damping energy is between 7% and 16%. Under the same diagrid column outer diameter and structural plane form, the setting of the replaceable coupling beam does not affect the energy distribution of the diagrid tube structure under the action of small earthquakes. At this time, the structure is in an elastic state, and the replaceable coupling beam cannot exert its good energy-dissipation capacity.

Figure 20. Energy distribution.
6.3. Large Earthquake Energy Analysis

The total seismic input of each structural model under the action of three seismic waves of an 8-degree earthquake (400 gal) can be seen in Figure 21. It can be seen from Figure 21 that with the increase in the outer diameter of the diagrid column of the diagrid tube structure and the change in the structural plane form from the regular quadrilateral to the regular hexagon, the total seismic energy input to the structure by the RSN574 seismic wave and RSN580 seismic wave gradually decreases, and the total seismic energy input to the structure by the RSN579 seismic wave decreases first and then increases. Under the same diagrid column diameter and structural plane form, the total seismic energy input to the structure by the three seismic waves is very close after setting the replaceable coupling beam, which indicates that setting the replaceable coupling beam has no obvious effect on the total seismic input energy of the diagrid tube structure under the action of large earthquakes.

![Figure 21. Total input energy of the 8-degree large earthquake.](image)

From Figure 21, it can be seen that under the same outer diameter of the diagrid column and structural plane form, the setting of the replaceable coupling beam has a significant effect on the energy distribution at the peak energy of the diagrid tube structure under the action of large earthquakes, which shows that the hysteretic energy consumption is greatly improved and the sum of the kinetic energy and elastic strain energy is reduced to a certain extent. This is because compared with the traditional coupling beam, the replaceable coupling beam has more sufficient plastic development and dissipates more energy under the action of large earthquakes.

6.4. Component Energy Dissipation and Diagrid Column Damage

Under the action of three seismic waves, the hysteretic energy-dissipation of each structural model is shown in Figure 22. Under the action of the 8-degree earthquake, the energy-dissipation members of the structure are only diagrid columns and coupling beams, and the shear wall does not enter the plasticity. This is because the shear wall is the last seismic defense line of the diagrid tube structure. After the plastic hinge appears at the foot of the shear wall, the structure will soon lose its stable bearing capacity. If the shear wall enters the plasticity under the action of large earthquakes, it is difficult to ensure that “no collapse under large earthquakes”. From Figure 23, it can be seen that under the action of the same seismic wave, the increase in the hysteretic energy-dissipation of the diagrid tube structure by setting the replaceable coupling beam is manifested as the increase in the energy dissipation of the coupling beam at the component level, while the energy dissipation of the diagrid column is reduced, that is, the plastic damage of the structure under the earthquake is concentrated on the secondary and easy-to-repair components, which protects the main components to a certain extent. The main significance of the replaceable coupling beam is demonstrated in the diagrid tube structure. The outer diameter of the diagrid column and the plane form of the structure have a certain...
influence on the change in the energy consumption of the diagrid tube structure after setting the replaceable coupling beam. Taking the seismic wave action result of Figure 23a and RSN574 as an example, with the increase in the outer diameter of the diagrid column of the structural model and the change in the plane form of the structure from the regular quadrilateral to the regular 16 deformations, the replaceable coupling beam has an increasing effect on the total hysteretic energy consumption of the structure, which is $2.1 \times 10^3$ kN·m, $3.4 \times 10^3$ kN·m, $4.0 \times 10^3$ kN·m and $4.1 \times 10^3$ kN·m, respectively. The decrease in the hysteretic energy-dissipation of the diagrid column is smaller and smaller, which is $1.5 \times 10^3$ kN·m, $1.3 \times 10^3$ kN·m, $0.2 \times 10^3$ kN·m and $0 \times 10^3$ kN·m, respectively.

Figure 22. Energy distribution at the peak energy of the structure under a strong earthquake: (a) RSN574; (b) RSN579; and (c) RSN580.

Figure 24 shows the distribution of the plastic hinges of the diagrid columns of the 8XJ0, 8XJ4, XJ0, and XJ4 structural models at the end of the 8-degree earthquake of the RSN574 seismic wave. Red indicates that the concrete of the diagrid columns reaches yield strain, and yellow, green, and cyan indicate that the fiber strain of diagrid column concrete is 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 times the yield strain, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 24 that the diagrid column plastic hinges of the XJ0 and XJ4 structural models are mainly distributed in the first and second modules, and the 8XJ0 and 8XJ4 plastic hinges with smaller outer diameters of the diagrid columns are more widely distributed, mainly distributed in the first to fourth modules. In each structural model, the plastic hinges in the flange direction perpendicular to the direction of seismic action are concentrated in the lower one and two modules, and the plastic hinges in the web direction extending from the lower one and two modules to the middle three and four modules. Compared with the traditional coupling beam structure models 8XJ0 and XJ0, the number and range of the diagrid columns with plastic hinges in the 8XJ4 and XJ4 structural models with replaceable coupling beams are smaller, indicating that the setting of replaceable coupling beams can reduce the damage range and degree of diagrid columns of diagrid tube structures after large earthquakes, and so reduce the repair cost.
The inter-story drift ratios can be used as an important index to judge the degree of seismic action of the structure. Figure 25 shows the maximum inter-story drift ratios of each story of each structural model during the 8-degree earthquake of the RSN574 seismic wave. It can be seen that in the four groups of comparative models, the maximum inter-story drift ratios of the structural model with replaceable coupling beams are reduced in the process of a large earthquake, which reflects the seismic reduction effect of replaceable coupling beams on the diagrid tube structure.
7. Conclusions

In order to consider the sustainability of the diagrid tube structure with replaceable steel coupling beams, this paper comprehensively considers the layout position of replaceable coupling beams, the relative stiffness of inner and outer tubes, and the plane form of the structure. The influence of replaceable coupling beams on the sustainable seismic performance of the diagrid tube structure is discussed by static elastoplastic analysis and seismic response energy analysis. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) The mechanism of the influence of the replaceable coupling beam on the lateral force performance of the diagrid tube structure: the replaceable coupling beam energy-dissipation beam section yields before the traditional coupling beam and its restraint effect on the shear wall is weakened, which affects the lateral stiffness of the inner tube of the shear wall, the speed of internal force growth, and the yield time, thereby affecting the lateral elastic–plastic stress state of the overall structure.

(2) From the point of view of improving the ductility and sustainability of the diagrid tube structure and reducing the economic cost of post-earthquake repair, replaceable coupling beams should be set on the whole floor.

(3) Replaceable coupling beams make the hysteretic energy-dissipation of the diagrid tube structure appear earlier under the action of an 8-degree earthquake, and the proportion of hysteretic energy-dissipation is greatly improved, which reduces the inter-story drift ratios of each floor and the damage degree of the diagrid column during the action of a large earthquake. When the relative stiffness of the outer tube of the diagrid tube structure is small or the plane form of the structure is a regular quadrilateral, the application of replaceable coupling beams is more effective in improving the ductility and sustainability of the structure and reducing the damage to the diagrid column under large earthquakes.

Figure 25. Comparison of the inter-story drift ratios: (a) 8XJ0 and 8XJ4; (b) XJ0 and XJ4; (c) XJ0C and XJ4C; and (d) 12XJ0 and 12XJ4.
Nevertheless, this study inevitably possesses certain limitations. Firstly, the research primarily concentrates on static elastoplastic and seismic response energy analysis, without delving into dynamic responses under real earthquake conditions or more intricate nonlinear behaviors. Secondly, to ensure the feasibility of this study, some simplifications and abstractions of the actual structure may have been necessary during the analytical process, which could potentially influence the precision of the results.
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